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The Guangdong Provincial Federation of Enterprises and the Guangdong Entrepreneur
Association released the list of the top 50 enterprises in Guangdong on August 29, and released
the top list of private enterprises, manufacturing, service, circulation and innovative enterprises
in Guangdong. The responsible person of Rastar gave a detailed introduction to the company's
basic situation and showed a variety of new toys that incorporate intelligent technology. Rastar
Group is a leading company of Toys manufacturing and a supplier for licensed model cars of
globally famous brand. We are focusing on the design, production and sales of the RC cars, die
cast cars, Ride on cars, and Bikes etc. The sales network has covered more than countries and
regions. Rastar has gained the assurance certification in more than countries around the world,
making the happiness and safety surround the children. View More Products. Product Videos.
Rastar Toys was selected as one of the top enterprises in Guangdong Leaders of the Ministry of
Commerce inspected the booth of Rastar in Canton Fair to encourage enterprise development
More News. Our Stories Rastar Group is a leading company of Toys manufacturing and a
supplier for licensed model cars of globally famous brand. Sitemap Legal Statement. Skip to
main content. Include description. Truck 2 Items 2. Scale 5 Items 5. Not Specified 12 Items
Required Assembly. Not Specified 13 Items Red 4 Items 4. White 2 Items 2. Yellow 2 Items 2.
Black 1 Items 1. Multi-Color 1 Items 1. Silver 1 Items 1. Not Specified 9 Items 9. Recommended
Surface. Off-Road 2 Items 2. On-Road 5 Items 5. Fuel Type. Electric 9 Items 9. Not Specified 10
Items Rastar 19 Items Model Grade. Toy Grade 5 Items 5. Not Specified 14 Items New 28 Items
Used 3 Items 3. Please provide a valid price range. Buying Format. All Listings Accepts Offers 5.
Buy It Now Item Location. US Only. North America. Delivery Options. Free International
Shipping. Show only. Free Returns. Returns Accepted. Authorized Seller. Completed Items. Sold
Items. Authenticity Guarantee. More filters Any Condition New Used. Any Free International
Shipping. Gallery View Customize. Buy It Now. Shipping not specified. Leave feedback about
your eBay search experience - opens in new window or tab. This page was last updated: Feb
Number of bids and bid amounts may be slightly out of date. See each listing for international
shipping options and costs. Our trained staff of product experts, can help you choose you new
Electric Bike. Let us help! Call At e-Bike Direct, we offer electric moped scooters, kick style
electric scooters, self balancing scooters, as well as battery powered ride on toys. Electric
mopeds are street legal in most states. An electric moped is the ultimate alternative for
commuters that need a quick way to travel but do not want the expense of operating a vehicle or
motorcycle. Some states do require a motorcycle license to ride these electric mopeds. Please
check with your local DMV before riding these mopeds on the street. The 72V battery ensures
long range with more power and torque. The Daymak Daymak Eagle Deluxe 84V Electric Scooter
The new and improved Eagle deluxe features the rugged look that has made it one of our best
sellers with a few extra perks and add-ons to take it to the next level. The Eagle Deluxe The EM1
is the first of its kind in the Daymak line with features reminiscent of a The EM3 is the largest
electric sport scooter in Daymak's fleet to date! Its beautiful curves and contours make it feel
united from bumper to bumper. The Odyssey has a built in LED display that shows Reminiscent
of the Ducati Monster, this fully electric scooter is the perfect way to travel inter-city. From its
stylish gold plated The Sunshine RC is a great way to get around the city and is completely
environmentally friendly. Daymak Utility Deluxe, 72V - W Moped Style Scooter Modeled for
convenience and style, the hustle and bustle of using your bike for transport means that you
need lots of space. As its name suggests the Utility is a The new Bobcat X from Drive Medical is
the perfect entry-level scooter, providing mobility that is comfortable, reliable and affordable.
This ultra-lightweight scooter also boasts a wealth of features that go a step beyond Branded
with official badges and manufactured under license by Kalee, the Corvette Great for driveway
and backyard fun, cruise over bumps and speed through dirt trails with ease. Comes standard
with front Introducing the new MotoTec Mad 48v w Electric Scooter, foldable with a new modern
and elegant design. Ergonomic shapes and fat Great for driveway and parking lot fun, cruise
around cones and speed through trails with ease. Comes standard with A rider controls the
Ninebot E by It's perfect for getting around the neighborhood when the traffic is too much to
deal with, Comes standard with authentic badges, LED lights, engines We unconditionally
guarantee all defective merchandise. If you are not completely satisfied with your purchase you
may return or exchange any unused or defective merchandise for a prompt refund. We want you
to be totally psyched about the products you purchase from eBike Direct webstore at
ebikedirect. Any items damaged due to reasons not covered under warranty cannot be accepted
back for refund under our 14 Day Money Back Guarantee. Also, associated shipping fees are
not refundable, restock fees may apply. All Rights Reserved. Big Commerce Themes by
Themevale. Please wait Sign in or Create an account. All prices are in USD. Free Shipping on all
Products! Best Sellers. Pre-Order Now. Wish Lists. MotoTec Mad w 48v Electric Scooter.
Choose Options. Have Questions Have Questions? New to Electric Bicycles? Select

sub-category. View as Gird List. Pages: 1 2 Next. Add To Cart. Compare Selected. Shop with
Confidence We unconditionally guarantee all defective merchandise. Rastar LaFerrari 12v
Steering Wheel. Rastar Ferrari F12 12v Windshield. Rastar Ferrari F12 12v Hardware Kit.
Includes: Keys Qty. Rastar Land Rover 12v Steering Wheel. Rastar Land Rover 12v Hardware
Kit. Rastar Land Rover 12v Mirrors Black. Rastar Lamborghini LP 6v Rim. Rastar Lamborghini
LP 6v Tire. Rastar Ferrari F12 12v Circuit Board 27mhz. Rastar Ferrari F12 12v Seat Panel.
Rastar Ferrari F12 12v Battery Bracket. Rastar Ferrari F12 12v Rim. Rastar Ferrari F12 12v Tire.
Rastar Ferrari F12 12v Steering Wheel. Rastar LaFerrari 12v Circuit Board 2. Rastar Bentley 12v
Wireless Remote Control 27mhz. Rastar Bentley 12v Hardware Kit. Remember me Log in. Lost
your password? Your personal data will be used to support your experience throughout this
website, to manage access to your account, and for other purposes described in our privacy
policy. Rastar - Parts. Showing 1â€”50 of 52 results Sort by popularity Sort by average rating
Sort by latest Sort by price: low to high Sort by price: high to low. Add to Wishlist. Product
added! Browse Wishlist. The product is already in the wishlist! Quick View. Add to cart. View
Parts and Diagram. Products search. Check your messeages on Messeage Center , the supplier
willcontacts you soon. Rastar Group. Assessed videos Panoramic pictures Factory inspection
reports Verified production lines. See all categories Licensed RC Car. Licensed Ride On Car.
Electric Ride On Car. Baby Walker. Licensed Kids Bike. Land Rover. Licensed Die Cast Car.
Rastar Tech. RS Man. Company Overview Company Capability. Business Performance.
Additional Information. Trade Shows. Company Overview. Chat Now! Contact Supplier. Start
Order. This supplier has been verified onsite by world-leading inspection company, Intertek.
Rastar was established in From , Rastar seized the opportunity of mobile culture popularization,
and set up creative product stratrgy of combining traditional toy and mobile culture and
developing model car. After years' effort, Rastar has obtained license from world-famous car
brands, and become a leading company in the domestic model car manufacturing industry, and
also a supplier for licensed model car. In consideration of scale and business stability, after
becoming public, Rastar expanded entertainment baby supplies and merged SK networks PS
Shantou. With the blooming of internet technology and intelligent terminal, Rastar actively
expands and explores in newly-developing business. So far, Rastar has constructed a business
construction of online game, model car and baby supplies, and raw material. Up to now, Rastar
is one of the companies with top quantity of licensed model car, having the most completed
production line among industry. Rastar insists on business type of self-develop, manufacture
and sale, and build up high-efficient marketing network covering domestic and oversea
markets. The ride-on and kid bike of Rastar's subsidiary Rastar Baby enjoy high reputation in
domestic toy industry. Rastar devotes to research input and continuous competitive advantage
of product. Rastar factory in chenghai district of Shantou City provides research and
manufacture for both dynamic and die-cast model cars. The automatic painting production line
increases the efficiency and improves the working environment, but the most important is that it
keeps the same quality of every product, optimizes and improves the technological level of
whole procedure. RASTAR and trademark of famous car brand both appear on the product, thus
constitute strong brand advantage and set up a solid foundation for Rastar's future
development. Facing the fierce competition, Rastar always keeps its idea of pursuing
development and innovation , looking for the truth and be practical , in order to ensure high
efficient but scientific development. Rastar also attaches importance to personnel training and
has brought up a group of practical, creative and united Rastarers, thus ensuring the
sustainable development of Rastar. Business Type Manufacturer, Trading Company.
Guangdong, China. Public Company. Above People. North America Production Flow. Spark
Machine. Injection Molding Machine. Central Feeding System. Automatic Punching Drum
Machine. Pad Printing Machine. Automatic Painting Machine. Vacuum Plating Machine. Factory
Size. Product Name. RC Car. Test Equipment. Machine Name. Gas Chromatography-Mass
Spectrometer. Production Certification. Main Markets. North America. Language Spoken
English. Factory inspection reports By Intertek. Supplier Assessment. Send message to
supplier. Messeage has been sent sucessfully. Manufacturer, Trading Company. Carved
Machine. Milling Machine. Grinding Machine. No Information. The Dryer Machine. Mix Machine.
Mill Machine. Water Tank. ABB Manipulator. Above , square meters. Automatic Break Strength
Tester. Rastar was established in From , Rastar seized the opportunity of mobile culture
popularization, and set up creative product stratrgy of combining traditional toy and mobile
culture and developing model car. After years' effort, Rastar has obtained license from
world-famous car brands, and become a leading company in the domestic model car
manufacturing industry, and also a supplier for licensed model car. In consideration of scale
and business stability, after becoming public, Rastar expanded entertainment baby supplies
and merged SK networks PS Shantou. With the blooming of internet technology and intelligent

terminal, Rastar actively expands and explores in newly- developing business. So far, Rastar
has constructed a business construction of online game, model car and baby supplies, and raw
material. Up to now, Rastar is one of the companies with top quantity of licensed model car,
having the most completed production line among industry. Rastar insists on business type of
self-develop, manufacture and sale, and build up high-efficient marketing network covering
domestic and oversea markets. The ride-on and kid bike of Rastar's subsidiary Rastar Baby
enjoy high reputation in domestic toy industry. Rastar devotes to research input and
continuous competitive advantage of product. Rastar factory in chenghai district of Shantou
City provides research and manufacture for both dynamic and die-cast model cars. The
automatic painting production line increases the efficiency and improves the working
environment, but the most important is that it keeps the same quality of every product,
optimizes and improves the technological level of whole procedure. RASTAR and trademark of
famous car brand both appear on the product, thus constitute strong brand advantage and set
up a solid foundation for Rastar's future development. Facing the fierce competition, Rastar
always keeps its idea of pursuing
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development and innovation , looking for the truth and be practical , in order to ensure high
efficient but scientific development. Rastar also attaches importance to personnel training and
has brought up a group of practical, creative and united Rastarers, thus ensuring the
sustainable development of Rastar. English English Chinese. Home Companies Rastar Group.
Company Overview Rastar was established in Schedule Meeting. Rastar Group Rastar was
established in Code of Conduct. Factory Tour. Quality Control. Research And Development.
Enjoy our Amazing services for your business. Change your visitors into leads with our
professional help. Contact Us. Premium Services. Tell us your Requirement. Email Optional.
Create Password Optional. Get Connected Buyers. We use cookies to ensure that we give you
the best experience on our website. If you continue to use this site we will assume that you are
happy with it. We're Online! How may I help you today? Chat now. I am Seller Buyer. Start Chat.

